Margaret Bain Marquis Family
Robert Campbell Marquis is descended from Dugald Marquis and Margaret
Sinclair Bain (1852-95), who married in Tarbert in 1873. They had nine
children, three of whom died in infancy. Robert’s father, also Dugald, was born
in 1886. Dugald was 32 when he married Mary Campbell in 1918. Fiona got her
grandfather (below) mixed up with another Dugald Marquis (there are many of
them) who was born in 1895, the son of Archibald Marquis and Sarah ? (see
Tarbert/Wigston Marquis Family Tree).
It was lovely to talk to you [SM] last week and I'm thoroughly enjoying
the book. I had made more progress a few years ago but managed to
mislay the records that I had found when we moved. Now that you're
reignited my interest, I'll hopefully find them somewhere.
I'm confused with my Grandfather's marriage cert because unless I've
made a mistake, I make him 32 not 25 [see above]. That's definitely my
Grandma and his death cert says he died at 72 which ties in with his DOB.
My Dad was Robert Campbell Marquis born 1934 and his siblings were:
Margaret Sinclair Marquis - b1920
Elizabeth Hayman Marquis - b1922
Jeanie Campbell Marquis b1924
?Dugald McMillan b1926
Mary Campbell Marquis b 1930
Alexander b 1928 - he died the following year
I'm sure there was a brother James too but couldn't find anything and
another who died when they were young.
I never met either Grandparent as sadly they died before I was born and
have never seen a photo of my Grandfather. Their house was bombed in
the Clydebank blitz and I think a lot of things were destroyed.
When I can meet my sister and my Mum again, we'll hopefully be able to
find out a bit more.
Fiona Marquis (granddaughter of Dugald Marquis and Margaret Bain)

Margaret Bain Marquis Family gravestone in Tarbert Cemetery

Gravestone of baby Alexander
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